2015 Legislative Preview
Election Results: House

• 36 Republicans, 24 Democrats
• GOP
  – Speaker – Rep. Gowan
  – Majority Leader – Rep. Montenegro
• Dem
  – Minority Leader – Rep. Meyer
  – Assistant Minority Leader- Rep. Wheeler
Election Results: Senate

• 17 Republicans, 13 Democrats
• GOP
  - President – Sen. Biggs
  - Majority Leader – Sen. Yarbrough
  - Majority Whip – Sen. Griffin
• Notable Chairmanships
  - Appropriations – Sen. Shooter
  - Finance – Sen. Lesko
  - Government – Sen. Kavanagh
  - Judiciary – Sen. Driggs
  - Transportation – Sen. Worsley
Election Results: Senate (Cont.)

• Dem
  - Minority Leader – Sen. Hobbs
  - Assistant. Minority Leader – Sen. Farley
  - Minority Co Whip – Sen. Quezada
  - Rural Liaison – Sen. Maguire
  - Minority Leader Pro Temp – Sen. Bradley
Shared Revenue

• Budget Outlook: Bad to Horrible
• Education is Critical for both the Executive and Legislative
  – Teach the history
  – Demonstrate the importance – “make it matter”
• HURF is **Always** a target
  – Collaboration is key
  – Use HURF to advance the discussion
League Resolutions

• Significant Municipal Issues – Developing model ordinances

• Resolutions
  – League Driven
    • Determine viability
    • Identify Sponsors
    • Draft language
  – League Partnerships
Pension Task Force